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INTRODUCTION
 Jungck 1 introduced the notion of compatible mappings, which resulted
in hectic research activity on studying common fixed points for selfmaps.
 In 1994, Pant 2 introduced the notion of R-weakly commuting mappings.
 Pant 35 initiated the study of common fixed points of noncompatible
 mappings satisfying contractive type conditions. Pant 5 remarked that
compatibility is used mainly in the study of common fixed points of pairs of
contractive type mappings with the assumption of continuity and complete-
Ž .ness and proved a common fixed point theorem Corollary 4 for a pair of
noncompatible mappings of Lipschitz type without assuming continuity
and completeness.
ŽIn this paper we prove two common fixed point theorems Theorems 2
.and 4 for a pair of selfmaps on a metric space without using the full force
of noncompatibility and relaxing the Lipschitz type condition and obtain
Pant’s result as a corollary.
Further, we also give two examples to show that Theorem 4 is a fairly
 good generalization of the result of Pant 5 . Thus we show that Theorem 4
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is applicable in not necessarily ‘‘noncompatible’’ and not necessarily
‘‘Lipschitzian’’ cases also.
We start with some definitions:
Ž . Ž .1. DEFINITIONS. i Two selfmaps f and g of a metric space X, d
 4are said to be noncompatible if there exists some sequence x such thatn
Ž .lim fx  lim gx  t for some t in X but lim d fgx , gfx isn n n n n n n
 either nonzero or nonexistent 5 .
Ž . Ž .ii Two selfmaps f and g of a metric space X, d are said to be
 partially commuting if x X, fx gx fgx gfx 6 .
Ž . Ž .iii Let f , g be two selfmaps on a metric space X, d . t X is said
to be a point of coincidence to f and g if ft gt.
Ž . Ž .iv Let f , g be two selfmaps on a metric space X, d . t X is said
 4to be a tangent point to f and g if there exists a sequence x in X suchn
that fx  t and gx  t.n n
Ž . Ž .v Two selfmaps f and g of a metric space X, d are said to be
tangential if  t X, which is a tangent point to f and g.
Ž . Ž .vi Let f and g be two selfmaps of a metric space X, d . f is said
 4to be g-continuous if gx  gx fx  fx whenever x is a sequence inn n n
X and x X.
Ž . Ž .vii Two selfmaps f and g on a metric space X, d are called point
wise R-weakly commuting if given x in X there exists R 0 such that
Ž . Ž .d fgx, gfx  Rd fx, gx .
Ž .Remarks. i It may be observed that partially commuting and point-
wise R-weakly commuting have equivalent nomenclature notions. But for
obvious reasons, we prefer the nomenclature: partially commuting.
Ž .ii If f , g are noncompatible, then they are tangential but the
converse is not true.
2. THEOREM. Suppose f and g are partially commuting selfmaps on a
Ž .metric space X, d such that
d fx , f 2 x max d fx , gfx , d f 2 x , gfx . 2.1Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .
Then t is a point of coincidence to f and g ft is a common fixed point of f
and g.
Proof. Since t is a point of coincidence to f and g, we have ft gt.
Since f and g are partially commuting, ft gt fgt gft fft fgt
Ž .gft ggt. By 2.1 fft ft and hence gft fft ft. Therefore ft is a
common fixed point of f and g.
Ž .3. THEOREM. Suppose f , g are selfmaps on a metric space X, d such
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that i f , g are tangential, ii f is g-continuous, and iii either g X is
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Ž . Ž .closed or f X  g X where A is the closure of A . Then f and g hae aŽ .
point of coincidence.
Ž .Proof. By i  t X which is a tangent point to f and g. Hence  a
 4 Ž .sequence x in X such that fx  t and gx  t. By iii s X suchn n n
Ž .that t gs and hence fx  gs. By ii , fx  fs and hence fs gs.n n
Therefore s is a concidence point to f and g.
Ž . Ž .4. THEOREM. Suppose i f , g are partially commuting, ii f , g are
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tangential, iii f is g-continuous, and iv either f X  g X or g X isŽ .
Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž 2 .4closed and 2.1 d fx, f x max d fx, gfx , d f x, gfx wheneer the right
hand side is nonzero. Then f and g hae a common fixed point.
Proof. By Theorem 3,  a point of coincidence to f and g say ‘‘s.’’ By
Theorem 2, fs is a common fixed point of f and g.
 The following result of Pant 5 is a simple corollary of Theorem 4.
Ž  . Ž . Ž .5. COROLLARY Pant 5 . Let i f and g be partially commuting, ii let f
Ž . Ž .and g be noncompatible selfmaps of a metric space X, d satisfying iii
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d fx, fy  kd gx, gy , for some k 0 and all x, y X, iv f X  g XŽ .
Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž 2 .4and 2.1 d fx, f x max d fx, gfx , d f x, gfx wheneer the right hand
side is nonzero. Then f and g hae a common fixed point.
The following example shows the applicability of Theorem 4 and nonap-
  Ž .plicability of the result of Pant 5 . In fact, in this example, g X is closed
Ž .but f X  g X , f , g are tangential but not noncompatible, f is g-con-Ž .
tinuous, but f , g are not Lipschitzian type.
 4EXAMPLE 1. X 0, 1, 12, 13, . . . with the usual metric on X. De-
Ž . 2 Ž . 3 Ž . Ž .fine f and g on X by f 1n  1n , g 1n  1n , f 0  0 g 0 .
Ž .  2 2 4 Ž .  3 3 4Clearly f X  0, 1, 12 , 13 , . . . and g X  0, 1, 12 , 13 , . . . .
Ž . Ž .f X  g X , but g X is closed and all other conditions of Theorem 4Ž .
are satisfied. f and g have two common fixed points, 0 and 1.
The following example is another illustration of the applicability of
 Theorem 4 in more general situations than the result of Pant 5 . In fact in
Ž . Ž .  4this example f X  f X , f X 	 g X  0 , and ‘‘0’’ is the only com-Ž . Ž .
mon fixed point of f and g.
 4EXAMPLE 2. X 0, 1, 12, 13, . . . with the usual metric. Define
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f 1n  1 2n
 1 , g 1n  12n, and f 0  0 g 0 . Clearly x 0
is the common fixed point of f and g.
Ž .Remark. The above theorems are valid even if condition 2.1 is re-
placed by any of the following conditions.
Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .I d fx, f x  max d gx, gfx , d fx, gx . d f x, gfx , d fx, gfx ,
Ž 2 .4d gx, f x
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Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .II d gx, g x max d fx, fgx , d gx, fx , d g x, fgx , d gx, fgx ,
Ž 2 .4d fx, g x
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4III d x, fx max d x, gx , d fx, gx
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4IV d x, gx max d x, fx , d gx, fx
whenever the right hand side is nonzero.
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